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Social environment house (LIPOSOS) as government institute which giving social services to 

homeless will give benefit to homeless and help to solve the existing social problem. The 

purpose of LIPOSOS are helping homeless to deserve living place and good service from 

government to improve their life quality especially for those who join the LIPOSOS.  

Homeless are the people who do not have a permanent place to live, generally they also do not 

have a proper job and they always move from one place to another in a short period of time.  

The successful of this program is supported by great participation from society and also relevant 

part of government.  

The summary of problem of this research is about services given to homeless in LIPOSOS. The 

research has a determination to know how is the method of services given to homeless in 

LIPOSOS.  

Expectation of service program in LIPOSOS is to decrease the amount of homeless in East Java 

especially in Babat village. The method used in this research is qualitative description having an 

effort to make a description of form of social services to a homeless and the subject of the 

research is random.  

Government process of social services for homeless existed in LIPOSOS is form of activity with 

open characteristic. Homeless arrive directly to the leader of RT to register themselves and they 

will deserve of living place in LIPOSOS prepared by KB KESOS institute.  

There are so many types of services given by the government, some of them are good living 

place, financial support, transportation support, primary needs support like food, and also healthy 

supports.  

Success or not of this problem can be seen from many aspect. One of them which is very 

important is how far the homeless can improve their life quality with the facilities given above.  

Suggestion of the research is purposed to KB KESOS institute as accompanist and organizer of 

living places in LIPOSOS and it expected that the organization can be improve to perfect and 

also will give a good job description so LIPOSOS can becomes nice living place to homeless 

 


